
 

 
 

  LAWS (Sit behind opposite goals. Agree on a time method, such as number of possessions or first team to score X points wins. Use the large gray card to hide your eyes while D sets dots.) 

 
       To start the game and after each score, roll the die (high wins) to determine which team won the “ruck” (possession) at midfield.   

        Defense (D) then sets the blue dots (defenders). D may not set a dot outside the outer boundary lines of the field. 

        After each change of possession, D sets the dots so that each dot is at least a Spot•ula’s width from the ball. 
 
        Scoring: There are four posts at each end of the field; the two middle (and taller) posts are the goal posts. The object is to  

        kick the ball between the goal posts (6 points), or between a goal post and an outer post (1 point). If a kick hits a goal post  

        or a line is drawn by either team between the goal posts, it is 1 point for the team attacking that goal. If a kick hits an outer  

        post, it is considered to have gone out of bounds. 
 
        Advance the ball by closing your eyes and either drawing a line on the field or lifting the pen (a kick) and making a small  

        dot downfield. If you run into a blue dot, D stole the ball. If a kick lands over the length of the wooden Spot•ula in any  

        direction, the kick was blocked (“smothered”) and D now has the ball where the kick began. If a kick lands on a blue dot,  

        the ball was caught in mid-air (“a mark”) and whichever team caught it – roll the die: 5 or 6 your team caught it, 1-4  

        D caught it – gets a free kick, meaning only two dots may be set and the kicker may look for 5 seconds before kicking.  
  
        After a kick that that was not smothered or marked, keep your eyes closed and draw a line at least an inch in any direction 

        to advance the ball. Still keeping your eyes closed, you may then try to score by kicking toward the goal posts, but all the  

        rules in the above paragraph apply. 
 
        If you run into a blue dot before reaching the first curved “50 meter” line, D has a breakaway meaning you may set only one dot.   
 
        If the ball goes out of bounds, roll the die (high wins) to determine which team gained possession on the throw-in. 
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https://www.google.com/search?hl=en&biw=1093&bih=521&site=imghp&tbm=isch&q=aussie+flag+wallpaper&revid=1885358915

